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institutionalization, and literate education. It will come as no surprise, then, to find
the same general factors at work in the formative period of Western civilization as it
began to take shape in the eleventh to fifteenth centuries, although there were
obviously deep-seated differences as well as similarities. Western civilization grew up in
the later Middle Ages on the ground of an extraordinarily powerful and long-lived
civilization whose forms had disintegrated but whose influence never entirely dis-
appeared.
Graeco-Roman cities and towns were widely destroyed in northern Europe, but
an urban way of life was never wholly snuffed out, especially in Italy. The specializa-
tion inherent in the differentiated occupations of town and country declined markedly
in the early Middle Ages, but traffic in goods and ideas with the East never entirely
stopped. The political institutions of the Empire disintegrated, but the ideal of a
central political authority was kept alive, however faintly, in the Roman church and in
Charlemagne's empire, as well as in Byzantium. And though many educational institu-
tions disappeared as cities, specialization, and political authority crumbled, the means
of schooling continued to be nourished by urban remnants, by persisting political
authorities, and by the church itself. Indeed, as Christendom embraced the Graeco-
Roman corpus of knowledge for its own purposes, it handed down educational
traditions which eventually broke the strings that bound them to the church and
struck out on their own.
In general, then, the formation of Western civilization was characterized by (1) a
revival of urbanization as cities and commerce grew; (2) a growing social differentia-
tion that ranged across all levels of society and was especially colored by the guild type
of corporate association; (3) a political institutionalization that saw a four-way tug of
war between feudalism, universal Christendom, national monarchies, and city-states;
and (4) a systematizing of educational institutions that began to serve secular,
professional, and religious clienteles that proved to be larger and more varied than
those of any prior civilization.
Urbanization and Social Differentiation
In general, European trade and commerce had been local affairs hi the early Middle
Ages, but as early as the tenth century the Italian cities of Venice, Genoa, and Pisa
took the lead in reviving an East-West trade which was given further stimulus by the
Crusaders who relied upon their fleets, sea routes, and knowledge. In the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries a great upswing in commerce carried wares from the East to the
Italian cities and then by caravan on river routes into the rest of Europe for
distribution at local fairs and marketplaces.
From the twelfth century on, towns grew rapidly in number, importance, and
size in all parts of Western Europe, creating greater demand for agricultural products.
So forests were cut, swamps drained, and agricultural techniques improved through the
use of fertilizer and crop rotation. As a result, the population of Europe increased so
rapidly that it is estimated that by 1350 it was greater than it had been under the
Roman Empire. Freedom was enhanced, for if a serf could get to a town and stay for a
year and a day, he became legally, as well as practically, free. All in all, an astonishing

